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POSITIVE SOLUTIONS OF SEMILINEAR EQUATIONS IN CONES

HENRIK EGNELL

Abstract. In this paper we consider the problem of finding a positive solution

of the equation Am + |jc|"M("+2+2l/'/(n_2) = 0 in a cone f , with zero boundary

data. We are only interested in solutions that are regular at infinity (i.e. such

that u(x) = o(|jc|2-") , as W 3 x -» oo). We will always assume that v > — 2.

We show that the existence of a solution depends on the sign of v and also

on the shape of the cone fé7.

0. Introduction

Let Q be a connected domain on the unit sphere E"_1 in R" , and define

the open cone W = Wn - {x e Rn : x = r6, 6 e Q and r > 0} . We will assume

that W ¿ R" .
In the paper [BE] (see also [BaL]) Bandle and Essén studied positive solutions

of the equation

(0.1) Au + \x\vup = Qin%,        u = 0 on dW\{0}.

Here v £R and p > 1.
They defined a solution to be regular at 0 if u(x) -> 0, as ?3^-»0. In

view of the invariance under the Kelvin transform, they defined a function to
be regular at infinity if w(x)||x|"~2 —> 0, as W 3 x -* oo . Finally a solution is

called regular if it is regular at both infinity and zero.

In Theorem 4.1 they proved that equation (0.1) has no solutions such that

|m(x)||jc|("+2)/^-1) -» 0, as C 3 x -> 0 and as & 3 x -» oo. Especially if
p + 1 ^ 2(n + u)/(n- 2), and v > — 2 then (0.1 ) cannot have a regular solution.

However, the situation when p + 1 = 2(« + v)/(n - 2) remained open. In

this paper we shall see that the conclusion will depend on the sign of v and if

v is nonnegative also on the shape of the cone Wq (i.e. the shape of Í2). Thus

in this paper we will study the special case of finding a positive solution of

Au + \x\"u(n+2+2V)/(n-2) = o in ^,    with v > -2,

u = 0ondW, and u(x) — o(|x|2_"),    as W 3 x —► oo.

From now on the exponent p will always be chosen so that p + 1 =

2(n -\- v)/(n - 2). If v < 0, then this is the only exponent p for which

■®o'2(^) ^~* LP+x(\x\v dx), is continuous.   If v is positive the same is true
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if we restrict to radial functions and replace ^ with R" . Here 20l'2(W) is

defined as the completion of Cq°(W) in the norm ||Vw||2 .

If v < —2, then the exponent p < 1 and the problem is different. In fact

if v = -2, then there are no regular solutions. This is proved at the end of

§1. On the other hand if -2 < v < 0, then there is always a solution of (0.2)

(Theorem 2 below).
To prove existence we will use variational methods. The variational approach

gives us a positive solution of the following weak form of (0.2).

(0.2')       Find u e 20l'2(W) satisfying Au + \x\vup = 0 in the weak sense.

If v < 0, then regularity theory shows that a solution of (0.2') is a classical
solution of (0.2). For the regularity at th¿ origin, we can first prove that the

solution is bounded using Moser iterations with weighted Sobolev inequalities

as in [EG2]. Then since l^l" e Lfoc for some p > n/2 near the origin it follows
that u is Holder continuous at the origin [GT, Chapter 8]. The regularity at in-

finity follows from the fact that (0.2') is invariant under the Kelvin Transform

(see the end of §2 in the present paper or [BE]).

For a more precise description of the behaviour of regular solutions near the

origin and near infinity, see Theorem 3.3 in [BE].
In the case when v is positive we have to restrict the class of functions in

the variational problem. The weak solution we obtain in this class turns out to

be a classical solution of (0.2) too.

Our first result extends the nonexistence result in [BE] mentioned above to a

certain class of cones, provided v is nonnegative.

Theorem 1. Assume that v > 0. If the cone fê is contained in a half space with

normal xq Ç.W and if fê is starshaped with respect to xq . Then there are no

solutions of equation (0.2). In the special case when v = 0, the conclusion holds
without the assumption that fê is contained in a half space.

Remark. As pointed out by M. Essén, under the conditions on £P stated in

the theorem, there are no solutions of (0.1) such that w(jc)|x|(i/+2)/'(p~1) —> 0 as

^ 9 x —> 0 and as f 3x-»oo.

The proof of Proposition 1 is based on a Pohozaev type identity, which was

also used in [BE].
The result above excludes the case when v e (-2, 0). In this case we have

the following positive result.

Theorem 2. If -2 < v < 0, then equation (0.2) has a solution. This solution can

be obtained as a minimizer of the quotient ||V«||2/||m||2+1 ,x,„ over 2$q'2(W) .

Corollary of Theorem 2. Let -2 < v < 0, and consider the inequality

5||«||^i>w»<||VM||2   forue^-2^),

with best constant S. Then there is a nontrivial function u e S^'2^) that

gives equality.

We remark that in the endpoint cases the inequality is strict, unless u = 0.

If v = — 2, the inequality is called Hardy's inequality, and at the end of §1

we prove that equality cannot be attained. If v = 0 and Rn\W has positive

capacity, then it is well known that we cannot have equality.   The reason is
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that the best constant S is independent of the domain C. Furthermore, if we

take W = R" then the only function giving equality is u(x) = (1 + \x\2Y2~n^2

(modulo translations, dilations and a multiplicative constant).

The proof of Theorem 2 is based on the Concentration-Compactness princi-

ple [LI].
In the case when v > 0 we can elaborate a little bit further to see that we

need some conditions on W to conclude that we do not have a solution.

The following example is in the same spirit as that given by Kazdan and

Warner [KW] in a finite domain.

Theorem 3. If *W = {(y, z) e R"_1 x R : z > 0, dz < \y\ < Dz), where d and
D are positive constants, then (0.2) has a solution. This solution is invariant

under rotation around the z-axis.

Let us remark that in the proof of Theorem 3 we still have a problem with lack

of compactness, due to the dilation invariance. In the example given by Kazdan

and Warner, the compactness was restored by restricting to radial functions.

When v = 0 we can use the arguments from [CO] and [DI] (for results

related to these see [DA] or [PA]). However, since we are working in unbounded

domains, some modifications of the argument are needed.

Theorem 4. Take v = 0 and assume that W c R" = {(y, z) e R"_1 x R : z >

0} . Then there is an a = a(n) > 1 such that if

Wa = i(y, z) SR"-1 xR: i|y| < z < a\y\\ cW,

and

% = {(y, z) GR"-1 xR: a\y\ < z} ¿W.

Then (0.2) has a solution. Put Vs = {(yx, y', z) e R x R"2 x R : ôyx > \y'\},
and assume that n > 4. Then there are numbers a = a(n) > 1 and S =

ô(a,n)>0 such that if^a\V6<z^ and % $_ W. Then (0.2) has a solution.

Note that in the first part in Theorem 4, il = WnZ"~l cannot be contractible,

while in the second part this is possible. In fact the first part is contained in

Theorem 5 below. Of course the second part contains the first part, however we

wrote down both statements to compare it with the analogous statements given

by Coron and Ding for the problem in a finite domain. Also the proof of the

second part is based on that of the first part.

The requirement, n > 4, in the second part in Theorem 4 is due to some

technicalities. Ding considered the equation Au + «("+2)/("-2) — 0, with zero

boundary data, in a bounded domain. He constructed a contractible domain

where the equation has positive solution, provided the dimension n > 3. In

our case we need one extra dimension since we are working in cones.

Dancer [DA] has constructed a bounded contractible domain, in which there

is a solution. His example works in all interesting dimensions (i.e. n > 3) (see

also [PA]). It seems to be possible to apply the method used in [DA], to obtain

a cone Wei with Q contractible for which (0.2) has a solution, provided n > 3.

However, for cones the condition n > 3 is crucial for the approach in [DN]

(personal communication with Professor N. Dancer).
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Theorem 4 indicates that under some topological conditions on Q. as in [BC],

there should be a regular solution of (0.2). In fact we can reduce our problem

to that of Bahri and Coron by some simple transformations.

Theorem 5. Take v = 0 and W = 'ën and assume that Wq ̂  R" . If Hd(Q., Z2)
t¿ 0 for some positive integer d, then (0.2) has a solution. Especially, in di-

mension 3 or 4, there is a solution provided Q c X"-1 is not contractible.

1. NONEXISTENCE

This proof will be an application of a Pohozaev type identity and there are

only minor differences from the proof given in [BE].

Proof of Theorem 1. The proof will be based on a Pohozaev type identity as

formulated in [DN, Lemma 3.7]. To se that the boundary terms vanish, we can

argue exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [BE].

If u solves (0.2) we get with K = \x\v and x = x - xq ,

Í ((-^-^)K + -irT*-VK)uP+ldx = U  (x-n)\Vu\2dco,
h\\P+l       2   y       p+\ J 2JdW

where n is the outer normal and dco is the surface measure. In [DN] the

identity is given with xq = 0, however a simple translation gives us the formula

above.

This reduces to

2v ( (xQ-x)\x\v~2up+xdx + (p+ 1) /   (x-x0)-n\Vu\2d(o = 0.

If we take xq as specified in Theorem 1, then it follows that both integrals are

positive and since v > 0 we arrive at the desired conclusion and the result

follows.   D

In the introduction we also mentioned that in the special case when v = -2

and p = 1, there are no regular solutions of (0.1). This can be proved using

some ideas from [BE].

Assume that u satisfies (0.1) with v = -2 and p = 1. Let co and y/ be

the first eigenvalue and eigenfunction of the Laplace Beltrami operator on Í2,

with zero boundary data. We will assume that y/ is positive and has Ll norm

one (with respect to the standard surface measure). As in [BE] put u(r) =

/n u(r, 6)y/(6) dd . The same argument as in [BE, §2.1] shows that ü solves

„„    n - 1 „,     1 - co „     .
u   H-u H-r— u = 0.

r r2

Thus if ai ,2 solves a2 + (n - 2)a + 1 - co = 0, then the solution is given by

u(r) = tv"1 + c2rai if ai ^ a2 and by u(r) = ra,(ci + c2log(r)) if ai — a2.

Here C), 2 are arbitrary constants.

This shows that we cannot have a regular solution. In fact it also shows that

we cannot have a solution in 20l'2(W). This follows from the inequalities

/ |V«|2dx>C [ u2\x\~2dx>C [   w2/-"-3dr = oo.
Jœ J^ Jo

Here we used both Hardy's and Jensen's inequality.
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In particular, we see that we cannot find a nontrivial function that gives

equality in Hardy's inequality. If we take p = 1 and v = -2 in the inequality

in the Corollary of Theorem 2, the result is just Hardy's inequality.

2. Existence results

The proofs of Theorem 2 and 3 are typical applications of the Concentration-

Compactness principle from [LI]. However, since our situation is simple, we will

give all the details here to make the paper self-contained.

Proof of Theorem 2. We know that the imbedding 20l '2(W)<-^ Lp+l (W, \x\» dx)
is continuous if v < 0 (references quoted below). On the other hand a simple

dilation argument shows that the imbedding is not compact.

We will consider the minimization problem

S=     inf     M '¡J"11*    =     inf    3~(u).

The fact that S is positive when v < 0 can be found in [EG1] or [LI]. In

fact when W = R" , then & attains its minimum and the minimizer can be

calculated explicitly and is unique modulo dilations.

Next we will consider a scaling argument. Define a continuous function

G:20l'2(W)^[0,oc) by

G(u) = S{p+X)'2 [ T^\-\uV'+l\x\vdx.

If u e 20l'2(W) is nontrivial, then the scaling X^n~2^2u(Xx) does not change

the 20l'2(W) nor or the value of &~. On the other hand it is easy to verify

that G(X^n~2)l2u(Xx)) is continuous in X, tends to 0, as X -» oo and tends to

■S*+1)/2INÇî!,|,|.<l|Vtt|irl,a8A-»0.
Let {um} be a minimizing sequence such that ||V«OT||2 = 1, then

(after choosing a subsequence) we have um —>■ u weakly in 20X'2(W),

Lp+X(<^', \x\" dx) and a.e. in W. Furthermore, we can assume that the conver-

gence is strong in Lp+X({x e W : M~x < \x\ < M} , \x\v dx) for any positive

M. Finally, by the scaling properties mentioned above, we can assume that

Cr(«M)=l/2.
Before continuing we would like to clear up a technical point. When talking

about measures we mean measures with finite total mass on R" U {oo}. The

space R" U {oo} is given the standard topology that makes it compact. This

means that the measures can be identified as the dual of the space C(R"U{oo}).

For example ¿oo is well defined and S^tp) = cp(oo). In particular, the function

defined by x -► |x|/(l + |x|), if x G R" and oo -^ 1 is in C(R" U {oo}) (it

is used in the definition of G). Of course, we can extend u e ü^1'2^) to a

function in 20X'2(R"), by taking it to be zero outside &. When convenient we

will use this fact without warning.

Thus with the notation above we can conclude that |«m|/'+1|x|1' -> y =

\u\p+x\x\v + aÔQ + ßSoo as m —> oo , as a measure, with a , ß , nonnegative

(of course we might need to select a subsequence).
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Furthermore, as in [LI], we can show that

(2.1)    \Vum\2 -*n> |Vw|2 + Sa2/{P+X)ÔQ + SßV^oco ,

as m -» oo, where a, ß > 0.

For the sake of completeness we will show this after we have completed the

proof of Theorem 2.
It is clear that p(Rn U {oo}) = S(y(Rn U {oo}))2/^1' and thus from the above

we obtain

iNg+i, w+*2/(p+1) + ß2/{p+l) < (ii«iKÎ .„!-+«+/?)2/(p+1)-

From this inequality we conclude that exactly one of a,  ß and ||w||^i! ,_,„

is nonzero and thus has value 5,_(i'+1)/2. Combining this with the fact that

G(um) tends to one if only ß is nonzero, 0 if only a is nonzero. We conclude

that a = ß = 0 and therefore um -> u in Lp+1(g', \x\" dx). Thus by a

semicontinuity argument we find that u is a nontrivial minimizer of 3~ and

the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
Let us prove (2.1), the proof is taken from [LI] (proof of Lemma 1.1(h)).

Put vm = um - u, then vm converges weakly to zero in 3?0l'2(W) and

Lp+X(%, \x\v dx) and also a.e. in R".
Take <p e Cx(Rn U {oo}), such that Vcp has compact support in R" . Then

as m —> oo we get

//• /  f \2/(n-2)
\Vvm\2tp2dx= I \V(vmtp)\2dx+o(\) > S I    frv^Wdx) +o(l).

As m -» oo we have, with convergence as measures

|Vww|2 = |Vwm|2 - 2Vw • Vum + \Vu\2 ->ji' = p- |Vw|2,

\vm\p+x\x\v = \u„ - u\p+l\x\v - / = y- \u\p+x\x\" = aÔQ + ßo^.

To get the last identity we used the following result by Brezis and Lieb [BrL]

j y/\um-u\p+x\x\vdx= ( y/\um\p+x\x\v dx - f y/\u\p+x\x\u dx + o(\),

which holds for any y/ e C(R" U {oo}).
Thus we obtain

f /   r \2/(p+l)

J <p2dß'>sy\<prxdy')

Choosing different testfunctions cp, with support near 0 and oo, yields p! >

S(a2«p+xUo + A2/(p+1)¿oo), and the claim follows.   □

For the proof of Theorem 3 we need some imbedding results. Let W be as

described in Theorem 3. Define ¿%0X'2(W), to be the functions in 2Ql'2(W),

that are invariant under rotations around the z-axis. Then we have the following

imbedding result.

Lemma 6. Let p + 1 = 2(n +1/)/(« - 2), then 3lx'2(W) «-♦ LP+X(W, \x\" dx)

is continuous. Furthermore, any bounded sequence in ¿%0X'2(W) contains a sub-

sequence that converges in LP+x({x = (y, z) e W : M~x < z < M}), for any

finite positive M.

The proof of Lemma 6 is based on the following elementary result.
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Lemma 7. Given q > 1, there is a constant C such that for any k G Z

IMI2. < C2k{-2n-q(n-2))lq\\Vv\\22

holds for all v g 3êx'2(W), with suppu c {(y, z) g f : 2k~x <z< 2k+2} .

Proof of Lemma 1. It is enough to prove the inequality for k = 0 the rest
follows by a dilation.

By the symmetry, v = v(\y\, z) is a function of two variables, dx =

con-2\y\"~2d\y\dz, -where con-2 is the volume of the «-2 sphere. The sup-

port of v is contained in the domain {(y, z) : ¿ < z, dz < \y\ < Dz}, which

is bounded away from the origin. Hence the result follows from the Sobolev

imbedding theorem in dimension 2.

By the same argument as above it also follows that the imbedding 3¡l '2(W)C\

{u : suppu c {(y, z) g ^ : M~x < z < M}} <-* Lq is compact for any q > 1
and M < oo.   D

Proof of Lemma 6. The existence of a subsequence convergent away from the

origin and infinity follows from the last remark in the proof of Lemma 7 and a

diagonalization procedure.

Next we prove that the imbedding is continuous. Take

5-1     if 1 < S < 2,

,   1 if2<5<4,

'M-<È?      Ü4<s<8,
0 otherwise,

and take nk = cp(2~ks)2. Furthermore, let Xk(s) De one if 2k < s < 2k+3 and

zero otherwise. Then Xk and nk have the same support and \(\/nk(s))'\ —

\2-k<p'(2-ks)\ < (l/s)Xk(s) ■ Also it is easy to verify that 1 < IX-oo nk(s) < 3

and l<Er=-oo^(j)<3,for s>0.
Note that if x = (y, z) G W, then d'\x\ < z < D'\x\ for some positive

numbers d' and D'. Now if we take nk to be a function of z only (i.e.

Ik — Tlk(z) > where x = (y, z)), we obtain

Mlp+i.w^ E ?*":
(P+1)/2,W

<   £  ll^"2ll(P+.)/2,|x|^<K)-M(p+1)26^+1)  £ 2fc2^+1)||v/¥"ll^1
k=—oo k=—oo

OO

<C E 2fc(2"+2"-(i'+1)("-2»/(p+l)||V(v/^M)^

£   ( / ^1 VmI2dx+     u2\x\~2Xkdx) < C\\Vu\
2

<C    2_^     l    /   W:|VM|    MA "I-    I    tí   |A|       /A; MA   1   ^  <^|| VM||2

&=-oo

In the last step we used the Hardy inequality ||h||2, 1*1-2 < C||Vw||2 .   ü

Proof of Theorem 3. The proof is almost the same as that of Theorem 2. We

minimize the functional & over ¿%ax '2((ë'). By Lemma 6, &" is bounded from
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below by a positive constant. Using Lemma 6 again, we see that the only way

a minimizing sequence {um} can fail to converge in LP+X(W, |x|" dx), is that

|«m|,'+1 W concentrates at the origin or at infinity. However, by scaling as in

the proof of Theorem 2, we can avoid this.   D

Next we will prove Theorem 4. The argument is almost the same as that in

[CO] and [DI].

Proof of Theorem 4. Define /: Af-»R where

nMiip+i

M = {ue3f0l'2(W):\\Vu\\2 = l,u^0}   and   M+= {u £ M : u>0}.

Then with the previous definition of S, we have Snl2 = infu€^i,2(^,/"(«).

Furthermore, identifying the dual of 20l'2(W) with 20l'2(W) itself as usual,

the differential of f at v e M+ is given by

VJ(v) = nf(v)(v -^(^"-^(-A)"1^!4^-2^)).

Thus if « is a critical point of ^ and m is a nonnegative, then y/^(u)u

solves (0.2).

Define f:M+ ^R"+, g : Rn+ -> Hn~x = {(y, z) g R"1 x R : z = 1} and

F = go f-.M+^H"-1, by

Ku) = I TZTw\\Vu\2 dx   and   g(y,z) = (z~xy,l).
J    1 -r |X|

Note that these mappings are continuous.

Take y/, cpk e C°°(R, [0, 1]) for k e Z+, such that y/(s) is 1 if \s - 1| <
1/2, is 0 if \s - 1| > 3/4 and such that cpk is 0 outside (I/4k, 4k), is one in
[l/2Ac,2rc] and such that \V<pk\ is less than 3k in [l/4k, 1/2/:] and less than
\/k in [2k, 4k].

Put

u°^=(^-t? + \x-tô\2) withiG[0,l),ä=(a,l)G//"-',

where o G X"-2 (the n - 2 sphere).

We choose p small positive so that Jr{P(y/uf)) < (U/10)S"/2, for t G

[0,1) and o G X"-2, where y/= y/(z) and .P(i<;) = |tu|/||Vw||2.

Finally put

*£,,(*) - vlt(y> z) = p {vk (y) v{z)wt(y, z)).

We have the following lemma (the same as Lemma 2 in [CO]).

Lemma 8.  (i) For all e > 0, there is an n < 1 swc/z i/za/

/K,()<^/2 + i, \F(vaktt)-<T\<£,

for all te[n,l), a g X""2 a«¿/ a// keZ+.
(ii)  Tftm? w a« /'wteger ̂  such that f(vak t) < \S"I2, for all t G [0, 1),

k > kQ and all a G X"-2.

The proof is rather straightforward and is omitted.

The next lemma concerns the level sets J\ = {u e M+ : <?(u) < b} .
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Lemma 9. Given any open set GdW , there is an e > 0, such that F(J+   +£) c
GnH"~x.

The proof of this lemma requires some additional analysis to the argument

given in [CO]. The reason is that W is unbounded. We will give the argument

after finishing the proof of Theorem 4.

Define a mapping y : [0, 1) —> C°(X"~2, M+) by y(t): a —► v? t, where aco

is as in Lemma 8(ii). This means that the support of v^ ( is contained in W,

provided we pick a = 4I(q .
Collecting the results above we get:

(I) By Lemma 8(i) and Lemma 9, there are 0 < e  and  io <  1   such

that  y(îq)  G  J+" +E  is not homotopic to any constant mapping in

c°(X"-2,yf/2+2e).

(II) By Lemma 8 (ii), y(to) is homotopic to the constant mapping y(0) in
rlcn/2

C°(X"-2,7J2     ).

Now using the fact that M+ is invariant under the flow generated by -Vf,

it follows that Vf cannot be bounded away from 0 on the set J2     \J+   +2c.

Thus, there is a sequence {um} such that f(um) -» c e [S"/2 + 2e, \Snl2\ and

Vf(um) —> 0, as m —> oo .

In fact if Vf was bounded away from zero on /+2 \jf +2e. Then as

in [RA, Appendix A], we can construct a modified negative gradient flow n :

R x M+ -¥ M+ such that

n(0, •) = identity mapping,

n(\,/fl2)cjf1+2\

n(s, y(t0)) = y(t0),    for any 5 G [0, 1].

However, this is not consistent with (I) and (II) above, giving us the desired

contradiction.
Thus the first part in Theorem 4 follows from the following result.

Lemma 10. The functional f satisfies {PS)c,forany c G (S"'2, 2S"I2).

The proof is essentially contained in Struwe [ST]. In Struwe it is assumed that

the domain is bounded and the functional is slightly different. However, the

extensions to unbounded domains and the functional & are straightforward.

Next we will make the necessary changes in order to obtain part two.

Take n e C°°(R, [0, 1]) to be a nonincreasing function such that n(s) = 1

if j < 1/2, tj(s) = 0 if s > 1. For ô positive, define n¿(x) = r¡g(yi, y', z) =

n(2öyi/(\y'\ + oyi),and v^tS = P(nsvl!t)e20l'2(W).

If n > 4, then it follows that v^ t & -> v^>r in 9¡l '2(f ), as à -> 0. Thus

choosing ó small enough we can argue as in part one above to obtain a solution.

The assumption that n > 4 was used to conclude that IV^I2 —♦ 0 in Lx on

the support of v^ t, as S -* 0.   D

Proof of Lemma 9. Let us assume that there is a sequence {um} such that

um G ff'1+xln and d(F(um), H"~xnW) >ô>0 uniformly in n . Then, since
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y does not attain its minimum, it^ follows from [LI], that for a subsequence

we get |Vttm|2 -> SXc¡, where xo G W U {00}.

If xo ^ 0 and xo ^ 00 , then g(xo) e H"~x n W, and we obtain a contradic-

tion.

If xo = 00 we argue as follows. Put vm(x) = Xm~2^2um(Xmx), where Xm

is chosen so that /(|x|/(l + |x|))|Vvm(x)|2ö'x = \. Note that Xm -* 00, as

m —► 00 .

Then, since vm is also a minimizing sequence for f , we have (choosing a

subsequence again) |Vww|2 —> «V , where x'0eW and x0 is not zero or infinity.

Thus going back we get

f^= íñTw\^Um\2dx= ÍTrfü-^v^2dx^é]eW'
J    \L-\-\X\ J     I -\-Am\X\ |Xq|

as m —> oc . Therefore we conclude that Iimw_+Oo F(um) G H"~x n ^, and we

get a contradiction again.

The argument when xo = 0 is very much the same. If we rescale as above

we find that Xm —► 0, as m —> 00. Therefore, with |Vvm|2 -» Sx< we find that

X~xf(um) -> x¿ and thus F(um) -> g(x'0) G H"~x n ^\  This completes the

proof.   D

For an unbounded domain OCR", consider the problem of finding positive

solutions of

(2.2) Au + M("+2)/("-2) = 0,     inZ),     ue3)0U2(D).

A solution of (2.2) is smooth and has the asymptotic decay u(x) — 0(\x\2~n),

as D 3 x —> 00 .

If D is the complement of a starshaped domain, a direct application of the

Pohozaev identity shows that (2.2) does not have a solution.
The reason why the argument of Coron, with D the complement of a small

hole, does not work here is that Lemma 9 is no longer true. In fact this can

be understood as follows. The point 00 is not different from any other point

in R" , for this equation. If we consider D as a subset of the compactified

R" U {00} , which is more natural. Then D is contractible and D is starshaped

with respect to 00.

Let us transform (2.2) as follows. We will assume that the interior of the
complement of D contains the origin (note that the problem is translation

invariant). Let D be the image of D under inversion x -+ x/|x|2 , of course

this mapping is a homeomorphism on R" U {00} . If the function u in (2.2)

is transformed using the Kelvin transform u —► K(u) = |x|2-"m(x/|x|2) . Then

K(u) solves (2.2) with D replaced by the bounded domain D. Note that the

Kelvin transform is an isometry on S?0l'2(R"). For a proof that the Kelvin

transform is continuous see for example [EG2] (Lemma 8).

Now we can apply the result of Bahri and Coron [BC] to this problem and

transform it back. The sets D in R" u {00} and D in R" are homeomorphic

and thus generate the same homology. Thus we have obtained the following

variant of Bahri's and Coron's result.

Theorem 11. If the complement of D c R" U {00} has nonempty interior and

Hd(D,Z2) is nontrivial, for some positive integer d, then (2.2) has a solution.
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In particular, if n = 3 and D is not contractible in R3 U {00}, then (2.2) has

a solution.

To prove Theorem 5, we note that Hd(^Q, Z2) = Hd(il, Z2), (^a cR"U

{00}). From homology theory it follows that if n = 3 or n = 4 and Q c X"-1

is not contractible to a point, then Hd(Q, Z2) is nontrivial for some integer d.
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